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Active signal detection in shallow 
water using the Page test 

NATO UNCLASSIFIED 

D. A. Abraham and P. K.  Willett* 

Executive Summary: The detection of active sonar echoes in antisubma- 
rine warfare is difficult in shallow water due to the time spreading caused by 
the closely spaced multipath of the ocean environment and reflection off the 
target. An optimal detector can not be designed without accurate knowledge 
of the environment and a priori information on the target location and reflec- 
tion properties. In general, the optimal detector would coherently combine the 
standard matched filter output according to the multipath structure and the 
target reflection properties. A suboptimal detector, called the signal-strength- 
tuning (SST) Page test, that incoherently combines the matched filter output 
in a sequential fashion using a cumulative summation is proposed in this re- 
port. A theoretical analysis of the false alarm and detection performance of the 
SST-Page test is presented. This analysis indicates that the proposed detector 
performs better than the conventional matched filter detector as soon as the 
target echo is spread in time. 

The use of the SST-Page test in active sonar is illustrated with reverberation 
data containing target-like reflections from geological features. In the near 
future, the SST-Page test will be implemented on the Centre's real-time low 
frequency active processor. 

*Department of Electrical and Systems Engineering, University of Connecticut 
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Active signal detection in shallow 
water using t h e  Page test 

D. A. Abraham and P. K.  Willett 

Abstract: The use of active sonar in shallow water results in received echoes 
that may be considerably spread in time compared to the transmitted wave 
form. The duration and structure of the spreading and the time of occurrence 
of the received echo are unknown without accurate knowledge of the environ- 
ment and a priori information on the location and reflection properties of the 
target. A sequential detector based on the Page test is proposed for the detec- 
tion of time-spread active sonar echoes. The detector also provides estimates of 
the starting and stopping times of the received echo. This signal segmentation 
is crucial to allow further processing such as more accurate range and bearing 
localization, depth localization, or classification. The detector is designed to 
exploit the time spreading of the received echo and is tuned as a function of 
range to the expected signal-tenoise ratio (SNR) as determined by the trans 
mitted signal power, transmission loss, approximate target strength, and the 
estimated noise background level. 

The theoretical false alarm and detection performance of the proposed detec- 
tor, the standard Page test, and the conventional thresholded matched filter 
detector are compared as a function of range, echo duration, SNR, and the 
mismatch between the actual and assumed SNR. The proposed detector and 
the standard Page test are seen to perform better than the conventional thresh- 
olded matched filter detector as soon as the received echo is minimally spread 
in time. 

The use of the proposed detector and the standard Page test in active sonar is 
illustrated with reverberation data containing target-like echoes from geological 
features, where it was seen that the proposed detector was able to suppress 
reverberation generated false alarms that were detected by the standard Page 
test. 

Keywords: Page test o detection o shallow water o false alarm performance 
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Introduction 

In shallow water environments, propagation to the target, reflection off the target, 
and propagation to the receiver spread an active sonar transmit signal in time and 
frequency [I]. Traditionally, detection and subsequent range estimation has been 
performed by thresholding a normalized matched filter output for each of several 
beams pointing in directions of interest. This is only justifiable as a generalized 
likelihood ratio test when the received echo is simply a time-shifted scaled version 
of the transmitted waveform plus white noise, obviously not a realistic scenario in 
the shallow water active problem. 

The primary objective of the detector is to determine if there is a target echo present 
in the received time series. Subsidiary to detection is the estimation of the starting 
and stopping times of the echo to be used for subsequent signal processing such 
as more accurate range and bearing estimation, depth estimation, or classification. 
Traditionally, signal segmentation is performed by clustering matched filter threshold 
crossings. 

Without exact knowledge of the environment and a priori information on the tar- 
get location and reflection properties, the starting time, duration, and shape of the 
received echo are unknown, thus hindering design of an optimal receiver. It is, 
however, desirable to  exploit available environmental information to  the extent that 
it can feasibly improve detection performance. Were the optimal detector imple- 
mentable, it would coherently combine the standard matched filter output accord- 
ing to the multipath structure and the target reflection properties. Baggenstoss [2] 
has shown that integrating the magnitude-squared matched filter output (i.e., in- 
coherent combination) can improve detection performance in time spread channels. 
This report proposes the use of a sequential detector based on the Page test [3] 
for active sonar signal detection and segmentation in shallow water environments. 
Applied to active sonar detection, the Page test essentially integrates the normal- 
ized magnitude-squared matched filter output until it determines that no signal is 
present, whereupon the process is repeated. A signal-present declaration is made if 
the integrated sequence exceeds a threshold. 

The Page test was originally designed for the detection of a change; for instance, 
the change from a signal-absent state (hypothesis Ho) to a signal-present state (hy- 
pothesis H I ) .  It may be modified to first look for a change from signal-absence to 
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signal-presence and then to look for a change from signal-presence to signal-absence. 
This natural extension of the Page test to the detection of multiple finite-duration 
signals has been described as having alternating hypotheses by Streit [4] and is a p  
propriate for use in the active sonar application. Such a detector will be called an 
AH-Page test. 

Ideally, the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) would be used as the optimal1 detector non- 
linearity in the Page test; that is, the LLR is the optimal transformation of the 
received data. However, implementation of the LLR requires exact knowledge of the 
probability density function (PDF) of the normalized matched filter output under 
Ho and H I .  A simpler structure is often found in the locally optimal detector non- 
linearity, though the Page tests require a false alarm inhibiting bias that is chosen as 
a function of a design signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In this case, the performance of 
the Page test is somewhat insensitive to mismatch between the actual and assumed 
SNR, particularly if the actual level exceeds the assumed level. Thus, the SNR may 
be approximated as a function of range from the transmitter source level, estimates 
of the transmission loss from acoustic propagation models, estimates of the tar- 
get strength, and estimates of the reverberation and background noise power level. 
This tunes the detector to look for high SNR signals initially (i.e., short ranges) 
and low SNR signals later on in the time series (i.e., long ranges). The tuning is 
accomplished by varying the bias used to hinder false alarms in the Page test. This 
detector will be called a Page test with signal-strength-tuning (SST) to  distinguish 
it from the standard and AH-Page tests where the detector nonlinearity and bias 
are held constant. 

The performance of a detector is usually quantified by the probability of detection 
and probability of false alarm. These measures are adequate when the detector 
operates on a fixed amount of data as opposed to  sequentially processing an infinite 
amount of data where, for most detectors, both decisions will occur with probability 
one. In processing a single ping in an active sonar detection scenario, the fixed 
amount of data should be chosen to include signal echoes from the maximum range of 
interest. This data, call it a full ping of data, is a t  most the data between consecutive 
nonorthogonal waveform transmissions. Additionally, there are opportunities for 
multiple signal-present declarations (false or otherwise) to be made while processing 
a full ping of data. Thus, it is proposed that the false alarm performance measure for 
active sonar signal detectors be the probability of one or more false alarms occurring 
while processing a full ping of data. This false alarm performance measure provides 
a measure of how often further action will not be required on a per-ping/per-beam 
basis. 'Though the actual number of false alarms that occur (more specifically, the 
probability of observing one false alarm, two false alarms, etc.) while processing 
a full ping of data is also a relevant false alarm performance measure, the above 
measure is equally meaningful and more tractable analytically. 

'Optimal in this case implies minimizing the worst case average delay before detection when the 
average time between false alarms is bounded below by some specified value [5, 61. 
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The Page test has traditionally been analyzed in terms of the average time (or, 
equivalently, the average number of samples) required before a correct signal-present 
declaration and between consecutive false signal-present declarations [7]. However, 
methods exist for determining the probability mass function (PMF) of the stopping 
time of the Page test [8]-[12]. It will be shown that the probability of one or more 
false alarms occurring in a full ping of data may be determined from the PMF of 
the stopping time. The method involving quantization of the Page test statistic 
update [8, 121 is applied here for determining the PMF of the stopping time and 
also the probability of detecting a finite duration signal for the proposed SST-Page 
test. The false alarm performance of the threshold4 matched filter, the standard 
Page test, and the SST-Page test is then compared as a function of range. The 
detection performance is compared as a function of the signal duration, range, SNR, 
and the mismatch between the actual SNR and the assumed SNR. 

This report is organized as follows. In Section 2 the post-beamformer signal process- 
ing, including the normalization scheme, is discussed and the statistical assumptions 
for the data are described. In Section 3 the Page test is introduced and illustrated 
with a simple example and the SST-Page test is described in detail. In Section 4 the 
theoretical false alarm and detection performance are evaluated for the proposed 
detector using the method described in [12]. Finally, as found in Section 5, the 
AH-Page and SST-Page tests are applied to real reverberation data. 
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Preliminaries 

2.1 Data preprocessing 

Array sensor data is beamformed to  a particular direction to  increase SNR and at- 
tenuate the effects of directional interferences. Active sonar data is typically then 
matched filtered using the transmitted waveform as a replica. As depicted in Fig. 1, 
automatic detectors are implemented after the matched filter output has been nor- 
malized by estimates of the timevarying reverberation and background noise power. 

Let the shape of the transmitted signal be s [m] where m is a time index and s [m] 
has been scaled to have unit energy, 

When an echo is present in the received signal, the beamformer output time series 
may be modelled by 

where a [mt] is the echo amplitude assuming the bulk time delay before the echo 
arrives is mt samples, a; [m] is the time-varying reverberation and noise power level, 
and v [m] is a unit-power Gaussian discrete-time stochastic process. The Gaussianity 
of v [m] comes from assuming that the reverberation is the result of multiple point 
scatterers. It is also assumed that the spreading effects of reflection off the target 
and propagation through shallow water are adequately modelled by a sum over Np 
discrete paths with delays mi and amplitudes 3 where 

The echo parameters (a [mt], mt, m,, y,, and Np)  are dependent on the target 
position and reflection properties, the receiving array position, and the ocean envi- 
ronment. 

Prior to or in conjunction with matched filtering, the beamformer output time series 
is basebanded by the center frequency of the transmit signal, low-pass filtered, and 
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and sum 
beamformer 

Detection I algorithms I 
Figure 1: Flow diagram of processing of array data prior to automatic detection 
algorithm. 
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decimated to a sampling frequency equal to the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. 
The matched filter output may then be described by 

a= 1 

= ?L [n, nt] + UI [n] w [n] 

where rss [n] is the autocorrelation sequence of the basebanded, filtered, and deci- 
mated transmit signal, nt is the decimated bulk delay of the echo, n, are the dec- 
imated path delays, and w [n] is now assumed to be a unit-power, white, complex 
Gaussian discrete-time stochastic processes. Under reverberation limited conditions, 
the whiteness of the noise may not be a reasonable assumption. The optimal filter, 
as described by Van Trees [13], involves deconvolving the transmitted signal and 
requires knowledge of the scattering function. These assumptions should not be too 
detrimental except perhaps when processing for near-zero Doppler under reverber- 
ation limited conditions or if the reverberation is not substantially due to multiple 
point scatterers. In the latter situation, if the statistical distribution of the rever- 
beration is known, transformation of the data by a log-likelihood ratio or locally 
optimal nonlinearity may improve performance. 

2.2 Normalization 

Automatic detection algorithms require normalization to produce test statistics that 
follow a known probability distribution when no echo is present, allowing the detector 
thresholds to be chosen according to a desired false alarm performance specification. 
As shown in Fig. 2, normalization is accomplished by estimating the reverberation 
and background noise power from auxiliary data adjacent in time to the cell being 
normalized. The conventional thresholded matched filter detector declares that a 
target is present when the normalized data exceeds a threshold. 

As the normalizer slides through the matched filter output in time, the auxiliary data 
will be corrupted by data containing signal. Guardbands are used to help isolate the 
auxiliary data from contamination by the signal when spreading in time is expected. 
There exist several methods for forming robust estimates of the reverberation and 
background noise power from contaminated auxiliary data [14, 151. The trimmed- 
mean (TM) normalizer described by Gandhi and Kassam [14] is used in processing 
the data presented in this report. 

The TM-normalizer estimates the reverberation and background noise power by 
forming the mean after discarding some of the largest and some of the smallest 
samples of the magnitude squared auxiliary data. Suppose the leading and lagging 
windows of auxiliary data are each M samples long and together provide the magni- 
tude squared data Vl, . . . , hM. These samples are then ordered by their magnitude 
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Magnitude squared 
matched filter output data 

Cell being 
normalized 
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I Auxiliary data Auxiliary data I 
Guard Guard 
band band 

Normalize Compare to 
test cell - threshold 

? 

Estimate reverb. 
b and noise power 1 
, 

Figure 2: Flow diagram of the normalization scheme depicting how the reverberation 
and background noise power is estimated from leading and lagging windows of aux- 
iliary data. A conventional matched filter detector would compare the normalized 
data to a threshold to declare detection. 
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t o  produce the data < y2) < . . . < V(2M) .  The estimate of the reverberation 
and background noise power using the TM-normalizer has the form 

The indices io and il (1 I io I il 5 2 M )  describe the TM-normalizer. The 
scale factor is chosen so that  the estimator is unbiased. If the magnitude squared 
auxiliary data  are exponentially distributed with mean u2, as will be the case under 
the Rayleigh reverberation assumption, this results in 

The matched filter output for the test cell is then normalized according to  

The normalization process alters the statistical distribution of the data  by introduc- 
ing correlation in time and increasing the tail of the distribution. The theoretical 
analyses in this report assume ideal normalization, which results in a noncentrally 
chi-squared distribution, 

with two degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter 

6, [n] = 2 16 [n, ntl l 2  
0," In1 
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The Page test applied t o  active sonar detection 

The basic Page test [3] was designed to detect a change in the distribution of a 
sequence of data. The Page test declares signal presence when the statistic 

crosses a threshold where Wo = 0 and the detector nonlinearity g (z) is ideally the 
log-likelihood ratio of the observed data z [n]. 

In active sonar, the detector must search for multiple limitedduration changes in 
the distribution of the normalized matched filter output. This may be accomplished 
with the Page test by consecutively searching for the onset of a signal and then 
searching for its termination. Streit [4] has termed such an implementation of the 
Page test as having alternating hypotheses; that is, the AH-Page test. 

An example of the test statistic (i.e., Wn) for an AH-Page test is found in Fig. 3. 
For this example, constant level signals were added to zer-mean, unit-variance, 
Gaussian noise at  time samples 100 and 200, respectively with durations of 10 and 
20 samples and levels of 2 and 1.5. The detection of the onset and termination of 
the first signal is indicated on the figure at  the appropriate threshold crossing. As 
described in [16] and noted on the figure, the starting and stopping time of the signal 
may be estimated from the test statistic. 

3.1 Detector nonlinearity 

In the Page test, the log-likelihood ratio is the optimal detector nonlinearity in the 
sense of minimizing the worst case average delay before detection while constraining 
the average time between false alarms. However, it does not necessarily maximize 
the probability of detecting a finite duration signal. 

Implementation of the log-likelihood ratio requires knowledge of the PDF of the 
data under both the signal present and signal absent hypotheses. To avoid requiring 
explicit knowledge about the signal, the locally optimal detector nonlinearity is often 
used; providing near optimality for weak signals and usually a simpler structure. For 
a noncentral chi-squared distributed signal, the locally optimal nonlinearity is simply 
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100 150 200 
Time Sample 

Figure 3: Example of the operation of the AH-Page test in detecting signals of 
varying duration in noise: the test statistic is shown as a function of time sample. 
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the data itself 

where b is a false alarm inhibiting bias required by the Page test. The bias may be 
chosen to maximize the asymptotic performance [17] 

or in a more simple fashion using Dyson's method [17] 

where L is the number of degrees of freedom of the chi-squared distribution and 8 
is a design noncentrality parameter. 

As seen in eq. (9), the noncentrality parameter of the chi-squared distribution is twice 
the SNR. The design noncentrality parameter should be chosen using as accurate 
an estimate of the SNR as possible. The sonar equation [l] provides a method for 
approximating the SNR of an echo 

SNRdB [n] = S L ~ B  - T L ~ ~ B  [n] - TL&B [n] + T S ~ B  - R L ~ B  [n] 

where SLdB is the source level, TSdB is the target strength, RLdB [n] is the range- 
dependent reverberation level at the output of the matched filter, and T L l m  [n] 
and TL2dB [n] represent the range-dependent transmission loss from transmitter to 
target and target to receiver. 

The transmission loss may be estimated from empirical models such as Marsh and 
Schulkin's (described by Urick (1, pages 177-1791) or by using more complicated 
models such as the SACLANT Centre normal mode acoustic propagation model 
(SNAP) [18]. The target strength should be chosen according to the minimum 
expected to be observed. The reverberation power level may be obtained from the 
estimate used to normalize the data. Thus, the design noncentrality parameter used 
to tune the Page test to the strength of the target echo has the form 

S N R d ~  [n] 
b[n] = 2 .  10 l o  

with the parameters of the sonar equation estimated as described. 

It is prudent to require that SNRdB [n] be greater than a minimum level so the detec- 
tor does not search for vanishingly small signals as range increases, thus producing 
false alarms. 
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3.2 Detection and segmentation algorithm 

The following describes the SST-Page test, essentially an extension of an AH-Page 
test. Included in the description are estimators for the starting (n,) and stopping 
times (n,) of the signal as described in [16]. The threshold (ho) and detector nonlin- 
earity (9: (2)) for the Page test searching for the onset of a signal are different from 
those (hl and (2)) for the Page test searching for the termination of the signal. 
This allows independent control of the probability of falsely declaring that a signal 
has started and falsely declaring that a signal has ended. The detector nonlinearities 
are described as being time-variable. This allows incorporation of the time-varying 
design noncentrality parameter, resulting in the SST-Page test: 

(1) Set Wo = 0, n = 1, n, = 0. 

(2) If Wn- 1 < ho, 
Set Wn = max (0, Wn-1 +gE (Z [n])). 
If Wn = 0, set n, = n. 
If Wn 1 ho, 
- The leading edge of a signal has been detected. 
- An estimate of the starting time index is n,. 
- Set Wn = ho + hl and n, = n. 

(3) If Wn- 1 2 ho, 
Set Wn = min {ho + h ~ ,  Wn-1 + gh ( z  [n])). 
If Wn = ho + hl,  set n, = n. 
If Wn 5 ho, 
- The lagging edge of a signal has been detected. 
- An estimate of the stopping time index is ne. 
- Set W, = 0 and n, = n. 

(4) Set n = n + 1 and goto (2). 
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Theoretical performance analysis 

Signal detectors are typically compared by first designing them to have equivalent 
false alarm performance and subsequently comparing their detection performance. 
The detection performance is commonly and appropriately defined as the probability 
of a detection occurring due to the presence of a signal. In processing a full ping 
of active sonar data where the signal only occupies a portion of the data being 
processed, this is interpreted to  mean the probability of a detection when the test 
statistic exceeding the threshold is formed from data that includes some part of the 
signal. 

The false alarm performance may be quantified in a variety of ways. As there 
is opportunity for multiple false alarms within one ping of active sonar data, the 
probability of one or more false alarms is adopted as the false alarm performance 
measure. This measure is nearly equivalent to the probability of one false alarm 
occurring when that probability is very small and more appropriately represents the 
occurrence of false alarms in active sonar signal processing. 

4.1 False alarm performance 

Define the integer-valued random variable N as the first stopping time of an active 
sonar echo detector; that is, the time index of the first signal-present declaration 
while processing a full ping of data. The PMF of N,  fN (n), provides a complete 
description of the false alarm performance of a detector given a specific threshold. 
Most false alarm performance measures attempt to describe a pertinent univariate 
characteristic of the complete description provided by fN (n). Unfortunately, it is 
often difficult to obtain analytical forms for fN (n) and simulation may be prohibitive 
for more than a single threshold value [ll]. However, analytical or computational 
solutions do exist for certain detector structures. 

The false alarm performance described above can be described in terms of both the 
PMF of N and its cumulative distribution function (CDF), 
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Let a (Nmax) be the probability of one or more false alarms occurring while process- 
ing a ping of data N,, samples long. Clearly a (NmaX) is also equal to one minus 
the probability of no false alarms occurring in N,, samples, which is related to  the 
PMF and CDF of N as follows 

a ( a )  = 1 - Pr {No false alarms in N,,, samples) 
= 1 - P r { N  $ Nmax) 

Thresholded matched filter 

Consider the detector implemented by comparing the matched filter output normal- 
ized by the reverberation and background noise power to a threshold. Assume that 
the normalized matched filter output, { z  [n]),":~, consists of independent and iden- 
tically distributed random variables when no signal is present. This assumption is 
not realistic when the reverberation and noise background power level is estimated 
from auxiliary data nearby in the matched filter time series and only approximately 
true, as previously mentioned, in reverberation limited conditions. However, it pro- 
vides an approximate analysis. 

Let the CDF of z  [n] be Fo (T) = Pro { z  [n] < T) when no signal is present. The 
stopping time N is the first time that a sample crosses the threshold ho, 

The probability that N = n for n > 1 is equal to the probability that the first n - 1 
samples are below the threshold and that the nth sample is above the threshold, 

where p = Pro {z [n] < ho) = Fo (ho). Equation (19) may be recognized as the PDF 
of a geometric random variable. The geometric random variable is a special case of 
the negative binomial distribution [19] which is derived from the number of trials 
before a specific event occurs. 

The CDF of N is, in this case, 

FN (n) = C f~ ( 2 )  
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and the probability of one or more false alarms while processing a ping of data is 

CY (Nmax) = 1 - pNmax. (21) 

Awumlng that the t10- matched filter output is centrrj& &quared die 
tributd with two degrees of heedom (tern, Ideal m d a t f m ) ,  the CDF is & (2) = 
1 - e-% for z 2 O. ~u~stjtution of this mwption into eq. (211 fo~lcmxi by f w -  
tied tnwmion reasults in the foBawiqg rebtiomhip between the detector tbha1d 
(FQ) and the fahe dsrm psrfo-d~ 

CeU averaging eonatsnt fbl*t rste (CACFAR) systems m m h  the m8W 
filter output 4 being tested by the mean of ~~ datb tdm from batbg and 
l@g window. Under Bo fhds n s u l ~ 8  in a centad F dinlPibutbn with 2 and 2M 
d e g e s o f  W o r n  where M is the totalwmbaof &arydstasas@ee in tihe 
1sdWg and hg@g riadmr. Multiplying tMs st&btIc by 2 uwbte8 me tbst tend8 
to a c h t - s q d  Wbubion with two degtees offreedom as the etmount of auxiliarg 
d&a hmxms to infinity. The CDF of thls scad& and 1110- matched filter 
output is f i  (z)  = 1 - (I + &)-M 2 L. The resulting nI8tiomhip between 
the fabe alarm p e r f m e  and the detector threshold is 

By Wag M -r oo, eq. (23) goes ta eq. (22), a seem in F'ig. 4 whem the detector 
thmhdd t shcrwn as s function of the fh dam pdommm for N- = 1 and 
& = f ~ f a r v a r i o u e v a I ~ ~ ~ o f M .  J?komthlsfilyre,itisalsoseen thstcbr008ing 
the t h h o l d  a, that e (10') = is eq&dmt to dmshg a (1) lr8. More 
cumphcated n o ~ i o n  dgorftb such as tholpe utWi order-sbthtia can 
improve the robwtne&s of the rnndiz&i~n to d&nd pmnce or outUefs at the 
expew of a more &@cult, although not impossible, analysis. 
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Probability 

Figure 4: Matched filter threshold as a function of false alarm performance measures 
for chi-squared (solid lines) and F (dashed lines) distributions. 
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Page tests  

Traditionally, the false alarm performance of the Page test has been described by 
the average time between false alarms. However, methods exist for determining the 
PMF and CDF of the stopping time 181-[12]. The method described in references [8] 
and 1121 is of particular interest because it may be applied to the Page test with 
signal-strength-tuning for determining false alarm and detection performance and is 
accurate to within the error introduced by quantization of the update statistic. 

The SST-Page test differs from the standard Page test in two respects: a time- 
varying detector nonlinearity and an alternating-hypothesis implementation. The 
false alarm performance of the AH-Page test, as quantified by the probability of one 
or more false alarms in Nmax samples, is equivalent to that of the standard Page 
test. This results from the dependence of the false alarm performance solely on the 
PMF of the f i s t  stopping time of the AH-Page test, 

N = min {n : Wn > ho and 0 < n < Nmax) .  (24) 

This statement holds with or without the time-varying detector nonlinearity. 

As described in (121, calculation of the CDF of the stopping time requires quantiza- 
tion of the update gi ( z )  to the Page test and formation of a probability transition 
matrix. The derivation, which is a straightforward extension of [12] simply account- 
ing for the time-varying nature of the detector nonlinearity, is found in Annex A 
and results in 

T FN (n) = 1 - 1 CnCn-1Cn-2.. . C I W ,  

where C, is the probability transition matrix, 1 is a vector of ones, uo is a vector 
composed of the initial probabilities of observing the continuing states, and the 
superscript T represents the transpose operation. In the active sonar problem, the 
detector will start from the zero state so uo is a vector with a one in the first position 
and zeros elsewhere (say eo). 

When the detector nonlinearity does not change with time, equation (25) may be 
simplified 1121 to a function involving the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the now 
constant probability transition matrix, say Co. Let Co have eigendecomposition 
Co = QAQ-' where A is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues X I ,  Xz, . . . , A,. Let 
the vector r be the Schur product (i.e., element by element multiplication) of the 
vectors ~~1 and Q - ' ~  Then, as shown in [12], the CDF of the stopping time N 
is 

FN (n) = 1 - [A; 

and the false alarm performance is 
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Equations (26) and (27) describe the false alarm performance of the standard Page 
test and the AH-Page test. They may be used as an upper bound on the performance 
of the SST-Page test if the matrix Co is chosen when the detector nonlinearity 
assumes the weakest signal; that is, when it is easiest for the detector to produce 
a false alarm. It is recommended that the thresholds required for implementation 
of the detector (ho and h l )  be chosen using this bound - to do otherwise requires 
exorbitant computation. 

The threshold required to implement the Page test is shown in Fig. 5 as a function 
of a! (n) for n = 1, 10, lo2, . . . , lo6 when the bias is chosen according to a design 
SNR of 10 dB and ideal normalization is assumed. Here it is observed that choosing 
a (lo4) = is approximately equivalent to choosing a! (1) = lom9. 

Probabilty 

Figure 5: Page test threshold as a function of a (n) for various values of n 
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Comparison 

Suppose that a full ping of data consists of lo4 time samples. If the sampling rate 
were 500 hertz, this would include targets out to approximately 15 kilometers in 
range assuming a 750 meter per second tweway propagation speed. The thresholds 
required to  implement the thresholded matched filter and the Page tests are set 
so the probability of at  least one alarm in lo4 samples is a (lo4) = The 
threshold obtained for the standard Page test with a detector nonlinearity assuming 
the weakest signal is used for the Page test with signal-strength-tuning. The PMF 
and CDF of the stopping time as a function of time sample are found in Fig. 6. 

The semi-empirical transmission loss approximation of Marsh and Schulkin, as de- 
scribed by Urick [I], was used to tune the SST-Page test with the asymptotically 
optimal bias and SLdB and TSdB chosen so SNRdB [n = 5001 = 10 dB. Beyond 500 
samples the bias for the SST-Page test was chosen according to an SNR of 10 dB. 
The improved false alarm suppression capability (i.e., lower PMF and CDF) of the 
SST-Page test over the standard Page test and thresholded matched filter is evident 
at short ranges. 

Sample Number 

Figure 6: PMF and CDF of stopping time as a function of sample number for 
thresholded matched filter, standard Page test, and SST-Page test. 
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4.2 Detection performance 

As previously mentioned, the detection performance is quantified by the probability 
of detecting a signal when the decision occurs due to signal presence. Ideally, detailed 
acoustic and target models would be used to determine the time spreading of a 
transmitted signal in specific shallow water environments (i.e., the function 6 [n, nt]) 
from which the detection performance of the thresholded matched filter and Page 
tests may be determined. However, to provide an idea of how the detectors perform 
in a less specific scenario, a simple model is considered where a signal with constant 
SNR starts at time sample n, and ends after time sample n,. 

Thresholded matched filter 

An echo is considered detected by the thresholded matched filter if at  least one 
threshold crossing occurs throughout the extent of the signal. This is equivalent 
to one minus the probability that no threshold crossings occur. Suppose that the 
CDF of the normalized matched filter output is Fl ( z  16, In]) where 6, [n] is the 
noncentrality parameter of eq. (9). The detection probability is then 

where L = n, -n,+ 1 is the duration of the signal. When the noncentrality parameter 
is constant (6,) throughout the duration of the signal, the probability of detection 
simplifies to 

As previously mentioned, the normalized matched filter output is noncentrally chi- 
squared distributed under the perfect normalization assumption. CA-CFAR pro- 
cessing results in a noncentral F distribution with noncentrality parameter 6, [n] 
and, as before, 2 and 2M degrees of freedom. The CDFs for these distributions are 
most easily determined by approximation; of note are the two and three moment a p  
proximations described by Johnson and Kotz [20, 211 which are easily implemented2 
and perform well. 

Page tests 

If the detector nonlinearity and false alarm inhibiting bias remain approximately 
constant throughout the duration of the signal, the probability of detecting a finite 

' ~ o t e  that there are typographical errors in [20]. 
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duration signal using the SST-Page test will be very close to the probability of 
detection using the standard Page test. As described in [12], the probability of 
detecting a finite duration signal using the Page test is bounded below by the CDF 
of the stopping time evaluated at the duration of the signal. The CDF of the 
stopping time is a bound because it does not account for latent detections, which 
are detections that occur after the signal has ended but prior to a reset of the Page 
test statistic to  zero. As mentioned in [12], the probability of a latent detection may 
be determined using the quantization based solution to the CDF of the stopping 
time. The reader is referred to Annex B for the derivation and presentation of the 
probability of detection using the Page test including latent detections. 

Comparison 

In the following Pd analyses, the thresholds were chosen so that cu (lo4) = 
assuming perfect normalization. The performance of the detectors is described as a 
function of the SNR at the matched filter output which is half of the noncentrality 
parameter of the chi-squared or noncentral F distributions. 

The expected increase in Pd as the signal duration increases is observed for the 
Page test in Fig. 7 for several signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) when the asymptotically 
optimal bias is chosen according to  a design SNR of 10 dB. When the actual SNR is 
less than the assumed SNR, detection performance is reduced, particularly for short 
duration signals. The Pd for the thresholded matched filter at  an SNR of 10 dB  
is also shown in Fig. 7 where it is seen that the Page test has better performance 
except for extremely short duration signals. 

The increase in Pd as a function of SNR for the Page test with various design SNRs 
is shown in Fig. 8 for a signal 5 samples long. Here it is seen that when the design 
SNR is large, detection is hindered for weaker signals. This implies that early on in 
the matched filter time series (i.e., short ranges), where the design SNR is large, the 
SST-Page test may not produce false alarms due to signal-like reverberation where 
the thresholded matched filter would. 

Figure 9 illustrates how Pd changes with range for various SNRs when the signal 
duration is 5 samples and the bias is chosen according to the estimated noncentrality 
parameter as described in Section 4.1 for the false alarm performance comparison. 
The Pd for the thresholded matched filter, which is constant with range, is shown 
on each curve where it is seen that the SST-Page test automatically inhibits detec- 
tion for short ranges, except for strong signals, and encourages detection for longer 
ranges. 
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Signal Duration (samples) 

Figure 7: Pd versus signal duration for various SNRs and a 10 dB design SNR. 

SNR (dB) 

Figure 8: Pd of a signal 5 samples long versus SNR for various design SNRs. 
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Figure 9: Pd of a signal 5 samples long versus range for various SNRs. Conventional 
matched filter Pd, which is constant with range, is shown on each curve for the same 
SNRs. 
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Real data example 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the SST-Page test, a sample of reverberation data 
has been processed. The data are known to contain reflections from a sub-seafloor 
geological feature [22]. The matched filter output before and after normalization is 
shown in Fig. 10 where the sub-seafloor reflector is seen to provide a very strong 
return just prior to 22 s. Additionally, there are several peaks earlier in the time 
series that do not have any known geological features associated with them. 

Time (sec) 

Figure 10: Matched filter output before and after normalization. 

For the purpose of estimating the transmission loss, the environment was assumed 
to be a range independent acoustic waveguide with a uniform depth of 130 m, a 
40 m sediment layer and a semi-infinite subbottom. The water column, sediment, 
and subbottom layer sound-speed profiles, densities, and attenuations are found 
in Fig. 11. The subbottom shear attenuation was assumed to be 1.5 decibels per 
wavelength (dB/X) and the subbottom shear speed was assumed to be 450 mls.  
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SACLANT Centre's normal mode acoustic propagation model (SNAP) [18] was 
used to determine the transmission loss. As the depth of the target is unknown, the 
transmission loss is approximated by averaging over depth with equal weighting for 
each depth point. I t  may be more appropriate to apply a higher weighting to depths 
the target is expected to frequent. The depth averaged transmission loss curves from 
SNAP for the source to target and target to receiver legs are shown in Fig. 12. The 
difference between the curves is due to the differing depths of the transmitter (78 m) 
and the receiver (65 m). 

Utilizing a source level of 230 dB/ / lpP@lm,  a target strength of 10 dB, the depth 
averaged transmission loss estimates from SNAP, and the reverberation power level 
as estimated by the normalizer, eq. (14) is used to form the design SNR for the 
SST-Page test. The result is displayed on Fig. 13 and seen to vary from almost 
22 dB down to the minimum allowable value of 10 dB. 

An AH-Page test with a design SNR of 10 dB, Dyson's bias, and thresholds ho = 
h l  = 45 was applied to the data. This combination results in a false alarm perfor- 
mance of cu (lo4) < when the reverberation is Rayleigh and the normalization is 
perfect. The resulting Page test statistic and detector state are displayed in Fig. 14. 
The detector state displays the results of estimating the starting and stopping times 
of the signals detected by the Page test. As seen on the figure, two of the spikes 
observed in the normalized matched filter data have been detected along with the 
sub-seafloor reflector just before 22 s. 

The SST-Page test with the design SNR shown in Fig. 13 is applied to  the same 
data. The results displayed in Fig. 15 show that the spikes early on in the time 
series are suppressed while the sub-seafloor reflector just before 22 s is still detected. 
Figures 16 and 17 contain a blow-up of the region around the sub-seafloor reflector- 
illustrating the performance of the SST-Page test in detecting and segmenting the 
echoes. 
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Sound Speed (mls) 

Figure 11: Description of environment. 

I 1 w 1 1 I I I 

Range (km) 

Figure 12: Depth averaged transmission loss from SNAP a t  650 Hz. 
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Figure 13: Design SNR as estimated from source level, assumed target strength of 
10 dB, depth averaged transmission loss estimates, and estimates of reverberation 
power from normalizer. A minimum value of 10 dB was enforced on the design SNR. 
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Figure 14: Results of AH-Page test with a 10 dB design SNR. 
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Figure 15: Results of SST-Page test with design SNR estimated from sonar equation. 
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Filter QutpUbh 

Time (sec) 

Figure 16: Matched filter output before and after normalization. 

Time (sec) 

Figure 17: Results of SST-Page test with design SNR estimated from sonar equation. 
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5.1 Statistical analysis ofreverberation 

The theoretical analysis of this report has assumed that reverberation produces the 
traditional Rayleigh distributed matched filter amplitude. However, the reverbera- 
tion data processed in this report exhibit heavier tails than the Rayleigh distribution, 
as can be seen from the histogram shown in Fig. 18. The histogram was estimated 
from 5000 data points taken in the latter portion of the data (not shown in Fig. 10). 
Quantile-quantile plots and analysis of Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics support the 
non-Rayleigh nature of the reverberation data. 

1 

Observed data 

b 

lo4: 

Normalized matched filter output 

Figure 18: Histogram of matched filter magnitude squared data and chi-squared 
PDF. 

The departure from Rayleigh distributed reverberation causes several difficulties to 
an automatic detection algorithm-primarily that of choosing thresholds. If the 
thresholds are chosen according to the Rayleigh assumption and the actual data has 
heavier tails, the actual false alarm performance will be greater than the desired false 
alarm performance. The Page tests are additionally affected through the detector 
nonlinearity and bias which, when derived under the Rayleigh assumption, may not 
provide the best performance achievable. It may be possible, and is the subject 
of future research, to account for the non-Rayleigh character of the reverberation 
through the following methods: 

(i) utilizing analytical results describing the statistical nature of the reverberation 
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(ii) approximating the reverberation statistics by heavier tailed noise models such 
as Gaussian mixtures, generalized Gaussian or stable distributions, or by 

(iii) forming a nonparametric update, independent of the distribution of the rever- 
beration, and searching for a stochastically larger distribution (c.f. [25]) .  
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Conclusions and recommendations 

A sequential detector based on the Page test, called the SST-Page test, has been 
proposed for the detection of active sonar echoes in shallow water environments 
where propagation through the water and reflection off the target spread the trans- 
mitted signal in time. The proposed detector is tuned as a function of range to the 
estimated SNR to help suppress signal-like reverberation. 

The probability of one or more false alarms while processing a full ping of data 
was introduced as an appropriate false alarm performance measure for active sonar 
systems. This false alarm performance measure was related to the probability mass 
function of the stopping time of an active sonar detector. The probability mass 
function of the stopping time of the proposed SST-Page test and the thresholded 
matched filter were determined. The theoretical false alarm performance of the SST- 
Page test, the standard Page test, and the thresholded matched filter were compared 
as a function of range where the false alarm suppression capability of the SST-Page 
test at short ranges was illustrated. 

The theoretical detection performance of a finite duration signal for the Page test 
was derived when it was assumed that the Page test was initially in the steady state 
under the signal-absent hypothesis and when accounting for latent detections. The 
theoretical detection performance of the Page test was investigated as a function 
of signal duration, SNR, and for the SST-Page test as a function of range. It  was 
observed that the Page test outperforms the thresholded matched filter except when 
the signal is extremely short. 

An AH-Page test and the SST-Page test were used to process reverberation data 
known to contain reflections from a sub-seabottom geological feature. The SST- 
Page test was seen to suppress reverberation generated detections in the AH-Page 
test while still detecting the target-like geological feature. A limited analysis of the 
statistical properties of the reverberation indicated that the data is non-Rayleigh 
distributed. It is recommended that further research be performed in evaluating the 
statistical properties of the reverberation in order to  design an appropriate detector 
nonlinearity and false alarm inhibiting bias for the Page tests. Once the statistics 
of the reverberation have been properly accounted for, a false alarm and detection 
performance comparison between the SST-Page test and the conventional matched 
filter detector should be performed using real data. 
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Page test false alarm performance 

Evaluation of the false alarm performance for the Page test requires computation 
of the cumulative distribution function of the stopping time. As shown in [12], 
this may be accomplished by quantizing the update of the Page test, g:, to  equally 
spaced levels, say at intervals of width A. Arbitrarily, let the levels be 1, = iA for 
i = 0, f 1, f 2, . . . . Define the probability of observing each state at  time n (i.e., 
the Page test statistic takes on level li at time n)  as {p:) under Ho and as {q:) 
under HI .  

As described in [12], a probability transition matrix under Ho including regulation 
at zero is formed as 

where y is the integer satisfying 1,-1 < ho I 1,. 

If uo is a vector composed of the initial probabilities of observing the continuing 
states (lo, 11, . . . , 1,-1), then the probability of observing the continuing states at 
time n is 

u, = CnCn-l . . .  Clue. (31) 
The CDF of the stopping time is simply the probability that the test has stopped 
prior to or during the current time sample, 

FN(n)  = P r { N  < n )  
= 1 - Pr  {observing a continuing state at  time n)  . 

Premultiplying eq. (31) by a row vector of ones provides the probability of observing 
a continuing state at time n. Thus, the CDF of the stopping time under Ho is 

T FN (n) = 1 - 1 CnCn-1Cn-2 . . .Clw,  (33) 

where 1 is a vector of ones and the superscript T represents the transpose operation. 
In most applications, the detector will start from the zero state so uo is a vector 
with a one in the first position and zeros elsewhere. 
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Page test probability of detection 

Assuming a constant bias in the Page test throughout the duration of the signal (and 
afterward for latent detections) and a signal with constant noncentrality parameter 
and duration L, the probability of detection is 

where the subscripts on the probabilities indicate that they are taken when signal is 
present (1) or absent (0). Here, S (u) is the event that a threshold crossing occurs 
before a reset to zero when the probabilities of being in the non-zero continuing 
states (11, 12, . . . , 1,-1) are the elements of the vector u. The vector V L  is the 
probability of being in the non-zero continuing states after processing L samples 
containing signal, 

where P = [0 I,-1] is a 7 - 1 by y matrix that isolates the probabilities of observing 
the non-zero continuing states, us, is a vector of the steady-state probabilities of 
observing the continuing states (lo, 11, . . . , 1,-1) under Ho, and C1 is the constant 
probability transition matrix including regulation at zero formed under H1 (c.f., 
eq. (31) with qi rather than pi). 

Similar to the development found in [16], the probability of a straight climb to the 
threshold from the non-zero continuing states may be shown to be the probability 
of a threshold crossing for each future time sample assuming the zero state is never 
entered, 

where Do is a transition probability matrix for the non-zero continuing states formed 
under Ho , 
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and co is a vector of the probabilities of crossing the threshold at the next update 
from each of the non-zero continuing states under Ho, 

Combining eqs. (34)-(36) and eq. (33) with a constant transition probability matrix 
(C1)  results in 

where 

Equation (39) may be interpreted as one minus the probability of not crossing the 
threshold before a reset to zero (the vector b) given the detector is in a continuing 
state at  the end of the signal (Cfu,,). As noted in [12], inclusion of latent detections 
and allowing the Page test to be in the steady state under Ho prior to the start of 
the signal is important for predicting the detection performance of weak and short 
to moderate duration signals. 
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